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▪ Two manually programmed 
robotic arms were used to 
extend the pouch cell design, 
pulling apart the pressure 
sensitive adhesives. This 
process was quick, taking only 
15 seconds instead of 90 min 
with conventional adhesives!

PSAs are used everywhere 
in our daily life ranging 
from glue dots and blu tack, 
to Velcro and even double-
sided tape. These were all 
integrated into our 
concertina design. Their 
load-bearing properties 
were investigated using a 
tensile testing machine. 
These results were 
promising for cell design.
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In comparison to industrial epoxy, 
PSAs were easier to disassemble 
and hence required less energy 
and no chemical consumption

▪ The concertina style of packing cells significantly reduced 
disassembly time and the PSA’s proved worthy of resisting 
shearing motion and held the design firmly together
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▪ Our concertina design combined with pressure 
sensitive adhesives could prove effective in 
simplifying the entire lithium-ion battery 
recycling process and benefit the industry hugely

▪ By 2030 the worldwide usage of lithium-ion batteries alone is 
predicted to hit 2 million metric tonnes per year [1]. One of the 
major issues limiting automatic disassembly, and hence faster 
recycling, is the structural adhesives used during assembly of 
the cells, modules and packs [2]. In this work, a concertina-fold 
design was developed for packing cells to decrease disassembly 
times, with Pressure Sensitive Adhesives (PSAs) used to hold 
them together. These designs were then disassembled 
automatically by cutting-edge robot technology

▪ As seen in the figure above the extensive use of adhesives and 
complicated cell packing results in long module disassembly 
times and inefficient recovery of active materials. To decrease 
the time taken the packs should be able to be easily 
automatically disassembled whilst being structurally rigid
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